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Abstract
The incentive for IT service and infrastructure providers to participate in cloud ecosystems lies in the
generation of rents that cannot be generated individually by either alliance partner – i.e. the opportunity
to co-create value. The IS literature on cloud ecosystems is scarce and provides only limited insights on
value co-creation in cloud ecosystems. Based on an in-depth case study, we develop a framework which
serves as an organizing and simplifying device explaining how value is co-created in different types of
cloud ecosystems and what success factors of these different types of cloud ecosystems are.
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1

Introduction

“[Value] co-creation represents one of the most important streams in the IT value research area
that will gain greater importance as firms expand collaborative relationships with other firms”
(Grover and Kohli, 2012, p. 231).
Interorganisational cooperation in the form of platform ecosystems gains importance in the information
technology (IT) industry and especially in cloud computing (Ceccagnoli et al., 2012). Business ecosystems are seen as “decisive factor in competition for tomorrow’s distributed world of ‘cloud computing’”
(Williamson and De Meyer, 2012, p. 32). Amazon Web Services (AWS), Salesforce.com, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, and SAP are prominent providers of such IT hardware and software platforms. Cloud
ecosystems can be defined as orchestrators’ extended networks of numerous potentially loosely coupled,
officially licensed partners to provide IT services (Markus and Loebbecke, 2013). Large, powerful cloud
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) providers act as orchestrators at the core of their ecosystem. The advantage is that the offering of capacities by a cloud ecosystem can exceed what can be provided by any
single company. Thus, the incentive for service and infrastructure providers to participate in cloud ecosystems lies in the generation of rents that cannot be generated individually by either alliance partner –
i.e. the co-creation of value (Adner and Kapoor, 2010; Iansiti and Levien, 2004; Williamson and De
Meyer, 2012).
The information system (IS) literature on cloud ecosystems is scarce and provides only limited insights
on value co-creation in cloud ecosystems. Demirkan et al. (2010) examine the performance of a software
as a service (SaaS) setup under different bilateral coordination strategies between a SaaS provider and
an IaaS provider from the perspective of game theory. Their study can be categorized as analytical,
model-driven research which assumes that a single SaaS provider interacts with a single IaaS provider.
However, their study focuses rather on a bilateral supply chain than on an ecosystem. Mohammed et al.
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(2010) introduce a reference model for a cloud value chain based on an analysis of existing cloud services. Their model includes foundations of Porter’s (1985) classical model, value networks, and value
grids. By instantiating this reference model, five cloud business models encompassing utility cloud,
enterprise cloud, research grids, public cloud, and virtual cloud are presented. Leimeister et al. (2010)
concentrate on the identification and definition of actors and roles in cloud ecosystems which they describe as technology partners including independent software vendors, SaaS, platform-as-a-service
(PaaS), IaaS, developer tools, and management or security services vendors and consulting partners
encompassing system integrators, strategic consultancies, resellers, agencies, and value added resellers.
However, both Leimeister et al. (2010) and Mohammed et al. (2010) do not focus on the particularities
of cloud ecosystems, i.e. the opportunity for partners to co-create value for customers. We address this
gap in the current literature on cloud ecosystems by examining the following research question in our
paper: How is value co-created in cloud ecosystems? By the end, our study presents a framework which
serves as an organizing and simplifying device explaining how value is co-created in different types of
cloud ecosystems and what are success factors of these different types of cloud ecosystems from a value
co-creation perspective.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section two provides the state of the art on value
creation and value co-creation. In section three the case study background and methodology are described in detail. Section four presents the results and interpretation of our empirical study. Section five
highlights this study’s contributions to research and practice.

2

Theoretical Background

In order to develop a literature-based pre-understanding of value co-creation in cloud ecosystem, we
review the extant literature on value creation and value co-creation in B2B partnerships in the following.
Hitt and Brynjolfsson (1996) suggest three perspectives for understanding value creation: theory of production, theories of competitive strategy, and theory of the consumer. The theory of production measures
value in terms of production costs for a given level of output and “has been used extensively to evaluate
the productivity of various firm inputs such as capital, labor, and R&D expenditures” (Hitt and
Brynjolfsson, 1996, p. 122). Theories of competitive strategy measure value in terms of business profitability gained by intelligent business strategy and barriers for competitors to enter a market. The focus
is shifted away from productivity on the question of whether “firms will gain competitive advantage and
therefore higher profits or stock values” (Hitt and Brynjolfsson, 1996, p. 123). Finally, consumer theory
measures value in terms of how much total benefit is conferred to a purchasing consumer by computing
the total consumer benefit based on revealed spending patterns.
Whereas the literature on value creation by one single organization has seen much elaboration and follow-up research for over 70 years (e.g., Porter, 1985), value in the context of B2B partnerships such as
ecosystems remains rather uncovered. The nature of co-created value lies in the generation of rents that
cannot be generated individually by either alliance partner. We follow the definition of co-created value
“[…] as a common benefit that accrues to alliance partners through combination, exchange, and codevelopment of idiosyncratic resources […]” (Lavie, 2006, p. 645). Even though the term resource is
explained initially only below (cf. resource-based view), we perceive the definition instrumental at this
point as it highlights that value co-creation can be measured in terms of relation-specific assets,
knowledge-sharing routines, complementary resources, and effective governance mechanisms (Lavie,
2006). This is in line with the notion by Madhok and Tallmann (1998, p. 328) that value needs to be
assessed “in terms of the ability of the partners to earn rents over and above what could have been
achieved in the absence of the partnership”. In contrast, some researchers (e.g., Das and Teng, 2000)
draw on measuring co-created value by “focusing on the profitability derived from meeting goals or on
the longevity of the alliance” (Sarker et al., 2012, p. 319).
The primary theory base of value co-creation is the resource-based view (RBV) of the firm (e.g., Das
and Teng, 2000; Lavie, 2006; Wade and Hulland, 2004), which combines the rationale of economics
with a management perspective. Dating back to Penrose (1959), the RBV has become an influential
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framework in the strategic management literature (Wade and Hulland, 2004). For instance, resources
can be described “[…] as stocks of available factors that are owned or controlled by the firm” (Amit and
Schoemaker, 1993, p. 35). The RBV argues that firms can achieve a competitive advantage based on
valuable, rare and appropriable resources. If those resources are hard to imitate, substitute and move,
then firms can benefit from a sustainable competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). Using RBV as theoretical lens, studies have found significant differences regarding firm performance that arise from individual, firm-specific resources between firms in the same industry (Wade and Hulland, 2004; Lavie, 2006).
In this paper, we define resources as “assets and capabilities that are available and useful in detecting
and responding to market opportunities or threats” (Wade and Hulland, 2004, p. 109).
Although the resources each organization contributes to a B2B partnership are the essence of the relationship, the more important question is how these resources are aligned together as this determines the
success of value co-creation (Sarker et al., 2012). Two forms of alignment are known, namely a complementary and a supplementary resource alignment (e.g., Das and Teng, 2000; Lavie, 2006; Sarker et
al., 2012).
First, in the case of supplementary resource alignment, firms provide and pool similar kinds of resources
that both the hub firm and its partners own. When firms share such a substantial amount of resource
sets, this intersection is referred to as a pooling, supplementary, homogeneous, or horizontal ecosystem
in literature (e.g., Lavie, 2006; Han et al., 2012). The partners’ advantages are greater scale, enhanced
competitive position, economic efficiency, and strategic, organizational, and operational compatibility
in their industry, as integrated supplementary resources “[…] create more value […] than the sum of the
separate values of the resources with individual firms” (Das and Teng, 2000, p. 49). Resource pooling
improves the economic efficiency by reaching an enhanced market position and mitigating the problem
of vendor lock-in (Satzger et al., 2013).
Second, there is complementary resource alignment, which is the opposite of supplementary resource
pooling. In this case, firms only have a diminutive resource intersection. The primary focus of such a
partnership is not economic efficiency (Han et al., 2012), but “firms seek to achieve synergies by employing distinct resources that are difficult to accumulate in combination by any given firm” (Lavie,
2006, p. 644). Firms participate in such vertical ecosystems to get access to resources that are otherwise
hard to obtain (Hill and Hellriegel, 1994). Companies with a strong technological team can for example
benefit from a cooperation with another firm that has sophisticated marketing skills and sales channels.
These additional resources can help such technology partners to more easily enter the market with its
technological product (Sarker et al., 2012). In such a resource multiplicity view, the notable goal is to
create new, innovative products and services, which is why “heterogeneous partners can widen a window of opportunities in the form of new product and market expansions, which are not easily facilitated
in the case of the horizontal integration with homogeneous participants” (Han et al., 2012, p. 296). Thus,
complementary resource alignment can result in larger benefits because resource multiplicity can outweigh the benefits generated from economic efficiency (e.g., Grover and Kohli, 2012; Jacobides, 2005;
Lavie, 2006).
Literature on value co-creation in IS is rare and does not go beyond collaboration in e-commerce (e.g.,
Sutton, 2008). One exception is the work of Sarker et al. (2012) who provide another perspective on the
alignment of resources by exploring three modes of value co-creation: exchange (resource bartering),
addition (resource layering), and synergistic integration (resource amalgamation). Exchange is defined
as “as a nominal form of cocreation, where the two participants in an alliance develop value by each
providing resources/competencies that the other partner needs to effectively serve the clients” (Sarker
et al., 2012, p. 325). Addition “is evident in the way in which one of the two parties (i.e., […] partners,
especially those involved in sales, implementation, and customization) build on contributions of the
other in order to develop revenue streams for both” (Sarker et al., 2012, p. 326). Learning-based value
is typically missing as it is of short-term advantage and cannot be easily transfered outside the alliance
transaction. In synergistic integration “both sides have to (1) work together with each other, in a mutually reinforcing manner, (2) surrender some of their own autonomy, (3) have trust in the other to do what
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is in the interest of both sides of the relationship, and (4) invest in the relationship rather than just look
for gains out of it” (Sarker et al., 2012, p. 327). Significantly higher levels of value are co-created as
this multifaceted and long-term co-creation enables collaboration specific rent earning capacity. In the
following, we apply these three modes as foundation to understand how value is co-created in cloud
ecosystems.

3

Research Design

3.1

Case Background

The phenomenon of cloud ecosystems is examined in a unique context – that of four leading European
public cloud IaaS providers delivering solutions to client organizations in cooperation with partners over
a shared platform. The four leading European public cloud IaaS providers act as one integrated orchestrator to offer storage and processing capacities with a scale and complexity exceeding what can be
provided by any single company. Moreover, they orchestrate numerous partners with technology, consulting, and brokerage roles as well as data resources (cf. Figure 1). CloudEco was founded during a
two year pilot phase in 2012 and 2013. It has been founded to meet the needs of European IT-intense
scientific research organizations to support their massive IT requirements.

CloudEco
Focal IaaS
Provider #1

Focal IaaS
Provider #2

Focal IaaS
Provider #3

Focal IaaS
Provider #4

We focus in this study on value co-creation between IaaS providers and their partners.
Consulting
Partners1
(Partner #1)

Customer #1

Technology
Partners2
(Partner #2)

Customer #2

Financial
Partners3

Customer #3

Customer #4

1 System Integrators, Consultancies, Resellers, Agencies, and VARs
2 Cloud Brokerage, ISVs, SaaS, PaaS, Product Companies & Developer Tools, and Management/Security Vendors
3 Governments, Payment Services, Investors, and Financial Services

Figure 1.

3.2

The Relationship between Infrastructure Providers, their Partners, and Customers

Methodology

CloudEco is a revelatory, unique, and exemplary source of insight on our topic (Hauff et al., 2014). With
four federated IaaS providers orchestrating partners with technology, consulting, and brokerage roles, it
ideal-typically matches the ecosystem definition. CloudEco brings together leading IT companies and
Europe’s leading research centres to foster the enforcement of cloud computing as an IT outsourcing
mechanism (Schneider and Sunyaev, 2014). Its partner program focuses on helping officially licensed
consulting, technology, and financial partners to build a successful platform-based business by providing them with technical, business, and marketing support. The ecology of the CloudEco project team
and its partners represents a unique context where the topic of cloud ecosystems can be investigated in
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depth. The goal of our case study is to generalize our empirical insights from the case to a theory on the
phenomenon under investigation based on analytical generalization (Yin, 2009).
Our engagement with CloudEco enabled an intensive data collection on co-creation through semi-structured interviews and other documentary evidence. It contributed to our broader understanding of
CloudEco’s business environment. One of the authors was accompanying the project scientifically from
April 2013 to February 2014 and collected data in strategy workshops and weekly meetings with all
partners. Further, he had access to feasibility studies that were produced during the pilot phase. Specifically, ten interviews were conducted in November and December 2013. The semi-structured interviews
were carried out with representatives from the customer organizations, focal public cloud IaaS providers,
partner firms, and external firms (cf. Figure 1 and Table 1). Initially we introduced the case’s structure
(cf. Figure 1), the research question, and the preliminary value co-creation modes. Then we followed a
guideline to discuss each of the generic model’s three modes (exchange, addition, integration) for approximately twenty minutes, whereby the discussion on each dimension was triggered by an open question. External experts were included to capture the outsider’s view of potential partners. Based on the
methodological guideline of Sarker and Sarker (2009), we chose suitable interviewees who were suggested to us by senior managers. We made sure that all experts had cloud and ecosystem knowledge. On
average, an interview lasted one hour.
Organization

Brief Description

Interviewee Position/Role

Customer #1

European intergovernmental big science (2,250 employees)
Research in space and earth surface exploration

Satellite Mission Manager (C1_M)

Customer #2

European intergovernmental big science (1,900 employees)
Research in life science

Head of IT Services
(C2_M)

Focal #1

Multinational IT services corporation (78,000 employees)
Solid track record in developing and delivering cloud services
Leads the cloud platform and provisioning in CloudEco

Principal Solutions
Architect
(F1_M)

Focal #2

Pure public IaaS provider (40 employees)
Enterprise-class cloud servers and cloud hosting solutions
Leads the user and service requirements in CloudEco

Manager Enterprise
Solutions Architecture
(F2_M)

Partner #1

Multinational IT services corporation (69,000 employees)
IT infrastructure and managed services experience
Leads the flagship deployment as technology partner for IT infrastructure
brokerage in CloudEco

Solutions Architect
(P1_M)

Partner #2

Cloud and distributed system solution provider (20 employees)
Specialized in agile delivery and process automation
Leads the technical architecture track in CloudEco

Co-Founder
(P2_M)

External #1

Multinational software and IT services corporation
Cloud-based applications with the largest web-based trading ecosystem
2,600 employees

Vice President of Business Network Strategy
(E1_M)

External #2

Multinational enterprise software corporation
Industry’s only in-memory cloud platform ecosystem
65,000 employees

Senior Director of
Global Business Development (E2_M)

External #3

Multinational management consulting, technology services and outsourcing
professional service provider
Worldwide leading consulting experience in cloud service integration
275,500 employees

Cloud Ecosystem Alliance Channel Director
(E3_M#1)
Lead Architect of Agile IT (E3_M#2)

Table 1.
Organizations and Profiles of the Interviewees
Overall, our approach can be characterized as interpretive in the sense that it takes the interview partners’
experiences with cloud ecosystems to develop a “second-order theoretical understanding” of value cocreation in cloud ecosystems (Lee, 1991; Sarker et al., 2012). Overall, the methodological guidelines
summarized by Sarker and Sarker (2009) were utilized for the data analysis and representation. Coding
as a tool in qualitative research was applied to support data complexity reduction. We relied on a priori
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codes based on the three modes of value co-creation revealed by Sarker et al. (2012). The step of coding
was performed with the help of the specialized computer program ATLAS.ti 7. The constant comparative process involved data triangulation. Whenever possible, we compared responses across interviewees, types of organizations, and organizational roles of respondents (Patton, 2002). We do not consider
the lack of agreement as problematic, but as an opportunity to include/explore differing perspectives
and unearth additional contingencies (Flick, 2009). Once a disagreement appeared, it served as starting
point to investigate more in-depth on the respective topic in the remaining interviews. As a consequence,
a richer and contingent understanding emerged (Sarker and Sarker, 2009).

4

Interpretation and Results

The analysis and interpretation of our data revealed two major findings. First, we identified instantiations of the three modes of value co-creation (exchange, addition, and synergistic integration) in the
context of cloud ecosystems in our data. The cloud-specific mechanisms of these modes were explored
in detail. Moreover, we unveiled different success factors for these distinct modes of value co-creation:
The trivial mode of cloud ecosystem exchange depends on formal and informal ecosystem governance
mechanisms and flexibility in terms of contractual and technological design. The mode of cloud ecosystem addition requires deliberate orchestration by either one single market incumbent or an alliance of
those. Cloud ecosystem integration – value co-creation in its narrowest sense – requires successful handling of process and data access complexity as well as an incentivizing model for partners and customers
that leverages direct and indirect network effects. Our interpretations allow us to develop a theory that
systemizes cloud ecosystems by pointing out similarities and differences between them. In the following, we present our contextual understanding of value co-creation in cloud ecosystems. For each mode,
we present a definition, empirical evidence, success factors, and the co-created value for the customer.

4.1

Cloud Ecosystem Exchange

Definition. Cloud Ecosystem Exchange is a nominal mode of cloud-related value co-creation, where (1)
at least two, but mostly multiple public cloud infrastructure providers federate, barter and pool IT infrastructure (i.e., networking, storage, servers, visualization, processing) on an integrated, standardized
cloud platform to (2) co-create value by enhancing scalability, reducing cloud vendor lock-in and
providing feedback and expertise that other providers and partners need to effectively serve customers.
Examples. To mention example software/services being operated in the this form of collaboration, the
four IaaS providers offer to each other IT infrastructure resources for hourly compensation on an internal
CloudEco storage and capacity market to reach a better scale and elasticity of the platform. Further, they
exchange feedback both on potential/planned technological changes and expertise on new products/services of CloudEco.
Empirical Evidence. First, we see evidence of exchange in the federation of the four public cloud IaaS
platform providers (e.g., Focal #1, Focal #2) who barter and exchange IT infrastructure resources (storage, processing, and network) to improve their value proposition for European leading intergovernmental science organizations who consume IT infrastructure (e.g., Customer #1, Customer #2). During the
interviews, this concept of IT resource pooling was constantly mentioned as providers in the common
industry of cloud computing can serve the market of IT outsourcing for intergovernmental big science,
which is an enormous uncapped market. The research organizations have only outsourced their IT homoeopathically. The scale and complexity of the CloudEco platform reaches far beyond what a single
company can provide on its own as derived from the following evidence.
“The requirements of the existing demand side [European intergovernmental big science] could
not be handled solely by one of the providers […]. By working together, we are able to build
towards a scale which […] no single cloud provider can offer. […] We are able to offer large
amounts of cloud computing resources.” (P1_M)
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Second, consulting, technology, and platform partners (i.e., four public cloud IaaS providers) confer
with each other on potential and planned changes by each CloudEco participant to avoid wrong functionality that is inconsistent with the standards of the CloudEco platform. Thereby reducing vendor lockin, the collaborating platform providers’ benefits are greater scale, enhanced competitive position, economic efficiency, and strategic, organizational, and operational compatibility in their industry by mitigating the foremost problem of cloud vendor lock-in. We derive this interpretation from the following
empirical evidence.
“By working in collaboration with our co-suppliers, we have more chance of [customers] actually
taking cloud services to do this than if we went along as one single [infrastructure] supplier […].
[…] They can switch between them and […] it gives them the comfort feeling that they are not
locked into a particular vendor.” (F1_M)
Third, all partners develop expertise on new products/services of CloudEco (e.g., hybrid cloud deployment models, new storage or processing technologies) even before its release to benefit from a competitive advantage. Once the product is officially available for the customers, partners co-create value for
the clients by faster implementing new products. Especially those partners involved in sales, implementation, and customization depend on the exchange of platform expertise and support as the effective
platform use by partners is the key driver for the infrastructure providers. The co-created value is that
third parties add new software or services effectively without implementation issues. Without this exchange of expertise, customers might think that CloudEco is not the right solution, which most likely it
is. Therefore, CloudEco ensures that the partners are highly educated, skilled, and trained to use that
platform. Best practices include technical support with recurring product roadmap briefings, technical
training and content, technical support credits, and exclusive training webinars. CloudEco partners and
external experts confirmed this exchange of expertise:
“Every cloud is different. So we [as consulting company] look at each provider as a solution
alternative and then we need to map that to what the customer’s needs are. […] The [infrastructure] providers need to know that the consultants have full understanding of their solution capabilities and have the knowledge to use it effectively. […] If External #3 isn’t using CloudEco
effectively, it could make the customer think that CloudEco isn’t the right solution.” (E2_M)
Success Factors. First, “[…] the number one top enabler […]” (F2_M) for cloud ecosystem exchange
is governance as our literature review on B2B platform ecosystems and the findings of our data analysis
show. This factor has been most often mentioned and the interview partners also gave very enthusiastic
statements about how it leads to success. Governance is of utmost importance especially for cloud ecosystem exchange, as direct competitors in the common industry of public cloud IaaS (i.e., the four orchestrators) pool their similar IT-infrastructure resources. Thereby, they built a strategic alliance in
which a small number of firms that usually compete with each other in similar or equal roles (e.g., train
operators or automakers) work together contractually. Aim of this so called coopetition, a neologism
and portmanteau of cooperation and competition (Ritala, 2012), is to supplement offerings and pool
resources, broaden coverage, and/or lower costs (Mohammad Masrurul, 2012). Coopetition in the exchange mode requires an effective governance that defines a control structure with “[…] enforcement
mechanisms that can counter the threat of opportunism inherent in an alliance and safeguard partners’
interests […] [by focusing] on the maintenance of order within the relationships” (Sarker et al., 2012, p.
320). Two categories of instruments can prevent the leakage and opportunistic exploitation of proprietary knowledge. An ideal foundation of cooperation would be self-reinforcing and informal mechanisms
such as trust, goodwill, and commitment (Sarker et al., 2012). However, in reality often more formal
and wary isolation mechanisms have to be put in place such as patents, trademarks, or contracts to protect strategic resources (Lavie, 2006). In addition, installing effective governance mechanisms helps to
reach a fair and traceable distribution of revenue streams amongst all involved participants.
“It has been very instrumental […] to have […] a lightweight governance already from the beginning […] where we have formal procedures how […] new technologies were brought on
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board, how different players were asked to play together, and what the rules and policies were
that they need to stick to.” (C2_M)
“The number one top enabler is that we have CloudEco [as governance framework]. […] Having
a framework, a governance model, is a great enabler. We now have committees that decide: ‘No,
no, you cannot beat each other up. You have to play by the rules.’ And we have guidance. […]
CloudEco itself is the enabler.” (F2_M)
Second, another cloud ecosystem exchange success factor revealed from our data is to establish contractual and technological flexibility. Flexibility “[…] describes the ability to respond quickly to changing capacity requirements and competition pressure” (Repschlaeger et al., 2012, p. 6). The knowledge
base differentiates many factors influencing flexibility. They can be condensed in the categories contractual and functional/technical flexibility (e.g., Armbrust et al., 2010; Benlian et al., 2011; Repschlaeger et al., 2012). Contractual flexibility covers the degrees of freedom customers have to change payment models and cancellation periods. Functional/technical flexibility covers scalability, interoperability, and modularity (Benlian et al., 2011). Empirical evidence for flexibility as a success factor for cloud
ecosystems follows:
“The other aspects are […] technology bound. [Cloud ecosystem exchange] will certainly offer
much more flexibility than one individual organization can leverage and handle. Flexibility is
key. It will be key to have elasticity of individual infrastructures. It will be much bigger than the
ones […] provided by individual resources.” (C2_M)
“The technology advantage and nature is that the underlying technology for cloud application
can be changed much faster and helps all the companies using it at one time. It is much more
efficient and effective because it is not buried inside of each individual company.” (E1_M)
Co-created Value. As a result, the co-created value generated in a cloud ecosystem exchange is higher
scale and elasticity of the platform as peak demands by one IT infrastructure provider can be mitigated
due to the explained hourly compensated exchange on an internal CloudEco storage and capacity market
to reach a better scale and elasticity of the platform. Further, interorganizational, technological standards
reduce cloud vendor lock-in.

4.2

Cloud Ecosystem Addition

Definition. Cloud Ecosystem Addition is a loosely coupled mode of cloud-related value co-creation,
where (1) one of the multiple, officially licensed cloud ecosystem IT infrastructure or partner parties
add a further layer of cloud skills, resources, and experiences on contributions of the underlying cloud
layer to (2) develop revenue streams for the cloud ecosystem one party alone could not generate.
Examples. To mention example software/services being operated in this form of collaboration, the technology and consulting partners offer an all-in-one marketplace including hybrid and multi-cloud deployment. They layer their services on the IaaS providers’ infrastructure to eventually offer together a marketplace to users (i.e., B2C, B2A, B2B). Further, a cloud brokerage service is offered to interconnect
the marketplace offerings by technology/consulting partners.
Empirical Evidence. First, we recognise this mode of value co-creation as technology partners (e.g.,
PaaS, SaaS, or brokerage) and consulting partners (e.g., integration or managed hosting), competing in
the common industry of cloud computing, layer additional skills, resources, and experiences on the IaaS
platform in a catalogue of services respectively marketplace. Therefore, the partners add a layer of contribution to the infrastructure platform to develop value for both sides. The focal IaaS firms described
the marketplace as central vehicle for market presence and exploitation. Former research recommends
the hub firms to contribute an “assets layer” which is defined as “a component or activity on which the
overall value of the ecosystem to the customer depends and which is difficult to replace with a substitute
offering” (Grover and Kohli, 2012, p. 226). The marketplace appears to be a suitable assets layer for
hub firms to capture “[…] license fees, royalties, expanded margins, or profits on higher sales volumes”
(Williamson and De Meyer, 2012, p. 43).
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“There are some practical things we [as IaaS providers] need […] like a catalogue of services.
You have to be able to go and find what is it you might want to use and it has to be comparable
enough. […] So it has to be a catalogue that in some degree allows comparison […] as a full
catalogue that does not provide comparison is probably an inhibitor […].” (F1_M)
“What we end up with is in essence a marketplace where cloud vendors – again a small chosen
group to begin with, but eventually a larger group of cloud vendors – will be able to come and
offer their […] services in a way that will be understandable to the potential user community and
will be governed by a set of service and business and technology rules.” (F2_M)
Second, the global reach and signal effects are contributed or added by the IaaS providers. Through
marketing ecosystems, signal effects can be created for both market incumbents, who establish the ecosystem, and for partners (e.g., Ceccagnoli et al., 2012; Han et al., 2012; Lavie, 2006). The more partners
a hub firm can gather in its partner program, the more it signals a rich service portfolio, de facto standards, high market coverage and importance. A participant’s visibility, reputation, image, and prestige is
likely to be increased by the reputation of a large partnering incumbent as also seen in the data:
“Focal #1 is a public cloud provider that tries to differentiate itself within the competitive market
place as being a leader, a thought leader and an execution leader in this environment of big
science, this ecosystem of big science. So for us the opportunity is to present to a community of
scientists our ability to do work for them.” (F2_M)
“It is a beacon to the world that something very exciting is going on here, and, by the way, that
red square [which is Partner #2’s logo] in the logo panel [of CloudEco] is us and we are on it.
That puts us on the map and that is immensely valuable.” (P2_M)
Success Factors. First, forming and dissolving multiple types of relationships is a mayor success factor
of cloud ecosystem addition. Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006, p. 659) define ecosystem orchestration “[…]
as the set of deliberate, purposeful actions undertaken by the hub firm as it seeks to create value (expand
the pie) and extract value (gain a larger slice of the pie) from the network.” Hub firms need the competency of good orchestration because they need to balance the tension between simultaneous cooperation
and competition across different types of resources over time (Venkatraman and Chi-Hyon Lee, 2004).
“[…] it is not only technical orchestration which is challenging due to different technical implementations of the cloud resources, but it is also contractually and process-wise an orchestration
challenge. […] That is another level of complexity or challenge in terms of orchestrating all these
things together.” (C2_M)
“The onboarding process needs to be very fluid. The quality of the different components […] from
information we put up to the blue box [as brokerage technology] to the cloud providers needs to
be of the greatest quality […] and we need to orchestrate it all so that the user experience is
amazing.” (P2_M)
Second, our data strongly indicates that cloud ecosystem addition depends on the success factor strategic
enablement, a key service desire in cloud computing defined as “the extent to which cloud can enable
creativity and innovation by lowering the transaction costs associated with innovation and enabling the
development of value-networks” (Venters and Whitley, 2012, p. 190). CloudEco needs to have a compelling first product and a compelling vision of why a customer or partner should join CloudEco, because the commitment to put applications in this kind of environment is a very significant commitment.
“Switching platforms is very difficult. So the barrier to enter the decision process for someone to
commit to a brand new platform will be very difficult unless we can create that extra value, extra
vision and make the first product extremely valuable to [customers and partners]. So why would
we get somebody else, especially if we are less than someone else.” (E1_M)
“But all of these things are new things, new services, new ideas, and new economy. It is not going
to help the current SAP ERP deploying models or adoptions. […] It is going to play a significant
role there. […] It is inventing new things and not transferring current things.” (P2_M)
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Co-created Value. To conclude, the co-created value generated in cloud ecosystem addition is a cloud
computing marketplace which offers hybrid and multi-cloud deployment scenarios appropriate to existing business processes and in-house IT. Through layering, a European cloud computing marketplace
provides customers with a larger service pool including especially hybrid and multi-cloud deployment
scenarios. They see their federated, pooled infrastructure platform as a layer on which further additional
services can be contributed in a marketplace. Cloud integration is enabled by generic cloud brokerage
services by technology and consulting partners hosted on the platform. Yet, co-creation with such a high
number of firms in a loosely coupled cooperative arrangement causes a constant fluctuation of technology and consulting partners (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006). In a fundamental contribution, loose coupling
is defined as “[…] a situation in which coupled elements are responsive, but retain evidence of separateness and identity” (Weick, 1976, p. 3). Therefore, we also see this mode as short-lived and not transferable outside the alliance transaction.

4.3

Cloud Ecosystem Integration

Definition. Cloud Ecosystem Integration is a multifaceted and long term mode of cloud-related value
co-creation, where multiple complementary cloud parties (1) amalgamate IT infrastructure, data, and
software resources in a mutually reinforcing manner, (2) surrender some rights concerning data intellectual property (IP) and IT infrastructure access, (3) have trust in third parties’ IT infrastructure, data,
and/or software usage, and (4) invest in the cloud ecosystem rather than just looking for short-term
gains. As opposed to the nominal form of cloud ecosystem exchange and short-lived and non-transferable form of cloud ecosystem addition, we perceive this form of value co-creation – synergistic cloud
ecosystem integration – to be value co-creation in its narrowest sense.
Examples. To mention example software/services being operated in this form of collaboration, the IaaS
providers cross-fertilize and exploit data hosted by the European intergovernmental big science as data
providers (e.g., Customer #1, Customer #2) with the help of the technology partners for data analysis.
In this three-role setting, infrastructure, data, and software resources are amalgamated (“diminutive resource intersection”, Lavie, 2006) to provide integrated, customized new information services. Partner
#1 and partner #2 customize their data analysis software to offer a service for the detection, mapping,
monitoring and forecasting of ground deformations, including landslides and ground subsidence.
Empirical Evidence. First, to reach this level of co-creation, the collaboration needs to generate new
products or services with substantially more value potential than what each alliance partner can generate
separately with its own resources. We find empirical evidence for this mode of co-creation in the following data service of CloudEco. The IaaS providers cross-fertilize and exploit the data hosted by the
European intergovernmental big science as data providers (e.g., Customer #1, Customer #2) with the
help of the technology partners for data analysis. From an academic perspective, we now understand
how the alliance partners bring in both complementary (infrastructure, data, and analysis software) and
supplementary resources (data sets by various cloud customers) and harness them in unison to establish
a fundamentally new form of cloud ecosystem business.
“The fact that soon the data is going to be there will actually trigger and create basically a huge
new generation of businesses, especially when we can actually start cross-fertilizing the data […]
then that becomes a very, very powerful tool to actually create new things.” (P2_M)
“It is complementation and aggregation of data and information from public, quite unrelated
resources and [CloudEco] pools and puts that together and arrives at new opportunities and new
insights. […] That is one. If we focus on the future and why we would see information as a service
being important, then that was one driver. The other driver was partly also kind of an outsourcing
argument that we could use external capacities in order to facilitate providing IT sources in times
of peaks or in times of very fast deployment […].” (C2_M)
Second, Customer #1 surrenders some of its own autonomy (i.e., IP rights on the data) as its crude data
is stored on Focal #1’s IT infrastructure. Customer #1 already offers restrained datasets free of charge
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and made the long-term commitment to offer its data to an even greater public. Empirical evidence for
the customers’ motivation to make their data fully accessible was given by C1_M:
“So the only value [the data] has right now is the archive, […] and so I want to get my mission,
the old mission – 20 years of data, highly calibrated, validated, really excellent data sets – […]
exploited […] in a cross-domain context. […] So we have covered the full spectrum of the earth
and we have to get it now in semantic areas like societal benefit areas, flooding and health, disasters. So that’s what I try to get my mission in. For that, I think, the cloud is unique because it
puts our data, enables our data to be put in new context with open source tools to get the
knowledge of other communities, working our data and further exploit the missions to show that
all the data has an enormous boost and value […].” (C1_M)
Success Factors. First, successful handling of process and data access complexity is a critical success
factor as especially in the mode of synergistic cloud ecosystem integration a growing network of hundreds or even thousands of data providers bring in data from diverse areas in various formats. The complexity in cloud ecosystem integration is caused by data governance issues and the heterogeneous data
access patterns, which are a “[…] real, gigantic, massive challenge of this model [of cloud ecosystem
integration]” (F2_M). The problem is to reach a point where data from completely different resources
can be aggregated. Objectively, this is technically feasible, yet it involves costs and time to elaborate
the access patterns as basic principles to be able to aggregate data. It is insufficient to put data from
different sources into one or many individual data marts and then assume that intellectual property or
future knowledge or insight comes by itself just by connecting to different clouds.
“Data is going to be the issue. Are we going to have a sort of a semantic way of harmonizing it
all? Are we going to agree on access patterns to compare or mesh this data together or is it going
to remain bespoke where different intermediaries […] specialize in services that can easily consume the data.” (P2_M)
“It is very, very challenging to take data in different formats and try to make it seamlessly available. That is a real, gigantic, massive challenge of the information as a service model as data
today exists in many different repositories, many different formats, and many different access
protocols.” (F2_M)
Second, the interviewees revealed that especially synergistic cloud ecosystem integration requires a sophisticated incentivizing model for partners and customers that leverages direct and indirect network
effects to boost platform adoption (Shapiro and Varian, 2013). During the interviews and our prolonged
period of engagement with CloudEco, it has emerged that gaining partners and customers in cloud ecosystem integration is much more difficult than in the other two modes. Therefore, incentivizing has
emerged to have an increased importance in cloud ecosystem integration. CloudEco partners and external experts confirmed that aspect:
“We need to be a lot more dynamic in welcoming players. […] The [hub] cloud providers need
[…] to help those new partners to come in opposed to be competitors and the data providers like
the big Customer #1 and Customer #2 […] making their data easier to consume.” (P2_M)
“Trust is very important in this area and […] the business model […]. […] It has to be ensured
that Customer #1 gets money, but also the [other] data providers as well. For example, if somebody is buying the [information] service from Customer #1 in this case, all of the data providers
should have also a revenue stream on top.” (E2_M)
Co-created Value. Cloud ecosystem integration results in co-created, integrated, and customized
new information and data services. Thereby, customers are enabled to manage the risks posed by
ground deformations. Furthermore, the synergistic integration of cloud firms yield in cross-fertilization and analysis of big data in heterogeneous formats.
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4.4

Discussion

This section provides a comparison of the three modes. We propose that innovative cloud ecosystems
are only the result of synergistic integration. Cloud ecosystems can only exploit their full potential on
an ongoing basis of the co-created value if they manage the challenges of this mode (i.e., reinforcing
cooperation, loss of autonomy, trust and common interests, and relational investments). We highlight
the limitation of gathering data for each distinctly different role from two to three people which is not
sufficient to reach credibility beyond the inherent logic of the points presented.
All three modes yield in co-created value for the customer (cf. Table 2). First, bartering and pooling of
IT infrastructure resources (i.e., networking, storage, servers, visualization, processing) by European
public cloud IaaS providers co-creates the value of higher scale and elasticity of the platform and reduced cloud vendor lock-in due to the choice between four IT infrastructure providers (cloud exchange).
Second, the layering of consulting and technology services on a marketplace (partners) and ability to
provide global reach and signal effects (platform providers) co-creates the value of the existence of a
European-wide integrated, trusted cloud computing marketplace for hybrid deployment models and generically available services by technology and consulting partners hosted on the platform (cloud addition). Third, the amalgamation of IT infrastructure, data, and software resources (i.e., diminutive resource intersection) co-creates the value of integrated, customized new information services (cloud integration). Cloud ecosystem exchange and addition are rather simple, single-sided, and straight forward
commodity markets characterized by aggressive pricing, currently resulting in a prize competition (Waters, 2013). Those two modes have a track record in the ICT industry and are well-known by most cloud
computing market participants (Leong et al., 2014). In contrast, the integration mode is a complex, multisided, and ambiguous mode with no track record on this scale. This inexperience was adequately compared by F2_M with the story of the Blind Men and an Elephant: “Because each person’s view is
limited to his local region, it is not surprising that the blind men will each conclude independently
that the elephant ‘feels’ like a rope, a hose, or a wall, depending on the region each of them is
limited to” (Wu et al., 2014, p. 3). A summary of our theory that systemizes cloud ecosystems by
pointing out similarities and differences between them is provided in Table 2. The success factors are
cumulative, so that those of cloud exchange apply to cloud addition and integration as well.
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Cloud Ecosystem Integration

Cloud Ecosystem Addition is a
loosely coupled mode of cloud-related value co-creation, where (1)
one of the multiple, officially licensed cloud ecosystem IT infrastructure or partner parties add a further layer of cloud skills, resources,
and experiences on contributions of
the underlying cloud layer to (2) develop revenue streams for the cloud
ecosystem one party alone could not
generate.

Cloud Ecosystem Integration is a
multifaceted and long term mode of
cloud-related value co-creation,
where (1) multiple complementary
cloud parties amalgamate IT infrastructure, data, and software resources in a mutually reinforcing
manner, (2) surrender some rights
concerning data IP and IT infrastructure access, (3) have trust in third
parties’ IT infrastructure, data,
and/or software usage, and (4) invest
in the cloud ecosystem rather than
just looking for short-term gains.

 Adding a layer of partner services
on the infrastructure platform to develop a marketplace
 Adding global reach and signal
effects by the platform providers to
their partners’ services

 Integration of infrastructure, data,
and software resources to cross-fertilization data sets
 Surrendering some autonomy in
form of IP rights on the data

Success
Factors

Cloud Ecosystem Exchange

 Formal and informal ecosystem
governance mechanisms to resolve
coopetition-tradeoff
 Contractucal and technological
flexibility

 Deliberate orchestration
 Enabling customers’ creativity
and innovation capabilities

 Successful handling of process
and data access complexity
 Incentivizing model for partners
and customers that leverages direct
and indirect network effects

 Higher scale and elasticity of the
IT infrastructure platform
 Reduced cloud vendor lock-in
due to expertise and feedback exchanges

 All-in-one marketplace including
hybrid and multi-cloud deployment
 Generic cloud brokerage services
by technology/consulting partners

 Integrated, customized new information and data services
 Cross-fertilization and analysis of
big data in heterogeneous formats

Examples

Definition

Cloud Ecosystem Addition

Co-created
Value
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Cloud Ecosystem Exchange is a
nominal mode of cloud-related value
co-creation, where (1) at least two,
but mostly multiple public cloud infrastructure providers federate, barter and pool IT infrastructure (i.e.,
networking, storage, servers, visualization, processing) on an integrated,
standardized cloud platform to (2)
develop value by enhancing scalability, reducing cloud vendor lock-in
and providing feedback and expertise that other providers and partners
need to effectively customers.
 Exchanging storage and capacity
on an internal CloudEco market
based on hourly compensation
 Exchanging feedback on potential/ planned technological changes
 Exchange of expertise on new
products/services of CloudEco

Table 2.

5

A Classification Scheme of Cloud Ecosystems

Summary and Outlook

To address the research question how value is co-created in cloud ecosystems, we identified instantiations of three modes of value co-creation (exchange, addition, and synergistic integration) (Sarker et al.,
2012) in our data. Cloud ecosystem exchange co-creates higher scale and elasticity of the IT infrastructure platform and reduces cloud vendor lock-in due to expertise and feedback exchanges. Cloud ecosystem addition co-creates value by establishing an all-in-one marketplace including hybrid and multicloud deployment models and generic cloud brokerage services offered by technology and consulting
partners. Cloud ecosystem integration – value co-creation in its narrowest sense – co-creates integrated,
customized new information and data services by using the data hosted on the infrastructure platform.
Furthermore, through cloud integration big data in heterogeneous formats is cross-fertilized and analysed. The presented framework serves as an organizing and simplifying device that helps to understand
how value is co-created in cloud ecosystems. By the end, our theory contributes to cloud ecosystem
comparison by pointing out similarities and differences between them with respect to success factors
and outcomes.
We believe the study provides a fertile ground for future research. A first potential step might be the
quantitative evaluation and refinement of the presented framework’s modes and success factors.
CloudEco itself appears to be suited for such an objective as it has only been implemented. This may
help to gain broad range experience regarding long-term usage of the framework. Second, further case
study research might help to overcome the limitations of the missing prioritization, evaluation and completion of the frameworks’ success factors.
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